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Abstract. Pedestrian’s thermal comfort is of great importance in urban planning.
To develop effective planning standards that prompt pedestrian comfort, a
comprehensive assessment framework that takes into account pedestrian’s
individual perception and behavioral is in great need. Computer simulation tools
in this respect are still sparse. This paper presents the PedNaTAS system, an
agent-based integrated decision support system that assesses pedestrian thermal
comfort from bottom-up.

1.
1.1.

Introduction
Planning for pedestrian comfort

Pedestrians are important to cities. Walking is arguably the most sustainable form
of short-distance travel. It not only composes a major section of urban mobility,
but also contributes largely to urban livability and vitality [1, 2]. The town
planners are therefore faced with the task of designing urban spaces that are
favored rather than abandoned by pedestrians. Amongst the various factors that
affect the "walkability" of outdoor urban environment, pedestrian’s thermal
comfort is of prime importance. Different to people commuting in automobiles,
pedestrians are directly exposed to their immediate environment: variation of sun
and shade, changes in wind speed, etc. These microclimate conditions will have a
direct impact on pedestrian’s thermal sensation and therefore usage of spaces. As
stated in the report by the American Society of Civil Engineers : "The usefulness
and attractiveness of outdoor areas near buildings are greatly affected by the local
climate" [3]. Now with more than half of the world’s population living in cities,
high-density urban living appears inevitable for mankind. In this context, urban
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designs that promote pedestrian comfort are a key to successful downtown
planning.
1.2.

Decision-making support tool in a comprehensive context

Urban design is essentially decision making processes based on synergetic
knowledge. Quoting Alexander in his exemplar "five-way conflict" capturing of a
design problem : "We cannot decide whether a misfit has occurred either by
looking at the form alone, or by looking at the context alone. Misfit is a condition
of the ensemble as a whole, which comes from the unsatisfactory reaction of the
form and context" [4, p 96].
Indeed the knowledge basis directing the decision making should bear a mixture
of concerns : social, economic, environmental, etc. For example, Jan Gehl, known
as one of the first designers who studied the influence of microclimate on people’s
outdoor activities, also found that the street of Strøget in Copenhagen, though
only 11m wide, turned out to be the densest street in the city in summer [5].
This implies that, the planning of pedestrian’s comfort should be put in a
comprehensive context beyond the mere scope of local microclimate in order to be
effective. Ratti has described the spatial aspect of this comprehensiveness as
"medium-scale" urban design support [6]. The non-spatial aspect will include a
broad range of factors to be considered, such as the social activity propensities.
Design regulations and guidelines require comprehensive assessment in this
context rather than untested prescriptions. In this regard, the town planners will be
better informed and supported with predicting tools that allow different design
alternatives to be compared and tested. On the other hand, such a tool with regards
to pedestrian thermal comfort assessment is yet to be developed.
1.3.

The simulation approach

Computer simulation is described as "a third way of doing science" in contrast to
the induction and deduction approaches [7]. It has extensively transformed our
understanding and revolutionized the world of science [8]. In the context of
investigating the urban system, computer simulation could "allow questions to be
asked that were not possible before, and better yet, answers to those questions"
[9]. Nowadays with advancements in geographical information system (GIS)
technologies, computer simulation, integrated with GIS, has been widely applied
in decision support system development [10].
1.4.

Research objectives

This paper presents the PedNaTAS system (Pedestrian Navigation Thermal
Assessment System), a GIS-based integrated system that assesses pedestrian
thermal comfort during the walking activity. The system takes an agent-based
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modeling (ABM) approach (a bottom-up modeling approach to be briefly
introduced in Section 2). The objectives of the present study are: 1) to provide a
platform with comprehensive representation of the urban context and domain
knowledge in climatic planning; 2) to provide a test bed that allows "what-if"
scenario investigations; 3) to provide a both analytical and visualization tool for
design evaluation. A case study in the real world is carried out.

2.
2.1.

Background
Computer tools for climatic planning for thermal comfort

There are many environmental modeling software that deal with urban climate
modeling, among which several focus on the modeling of solar radiation as it is
found to be one of the most important factors in determining outdoor comfort [11]
: ENVI-met [12], Rayman [13], and SOLWEIG [14], etc. Some of the tools
provide functions to assess outdoor thermal comfort by bio-meteorological
indices such as the Physiological Equivalent Temperature (PET) [15], which
describe the local microclimatic condition in terms of human thermal sensation.
However, these standardized steady-state indices neglect the dynamic aspects of
pedestrians’ behaviors, so sometimes could not be effectively used in
characterizing outdoor comfort and its impact on space use. For example, through
interviews, Nikolopoulou et al. [16] found a great discrepancy between people’s
subjective thermal satisfaction and objective thermal states described by the biometeorological index. Effectively, outdoor spaces with higher level of thermal
comfort assessed by the index may not be necessarily favored and used.
2.2.

The emerging behavioral approach to thermal comfort assessment

The case revealed by Nikolopoulou is not an isolated example. Similar findings
have been derived in a number of studies with various climate conditions [17, 18].
These studies suggest that, a pure meteorological approach using the steady-state
models is not sufficient, at least by itself, for the assessment of outdoor thermal
comfort and therefore space use. A connection between the local meteorological
environment and pedestrian’s behavior needs to be established to fulfill the task.
This will require an assessment framework that works on four levels : physical,
physiological, psychological and social/behavioral. Despite the fact that people’s
individual subjective perception and response to the urban environment are
various and yet not well-understood, scenario-testing tools are always of
particular importance to this assessment framework in that they provide a
platform where the integration of knowledge from various aspects and
comparisons of different design scenarios are made possible.
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The BOTworld model [19] is to the authors’ knowledge by far the only
computer tool developed along this line of research. It takes an agent-based
modeling approach to account for the comfort and behavior of individuals and
assess the impact of microclimate on the usage patterns of open spaces. Though
BOTworld is conceptually similar to the present study, its main limitation, apart
from the scarce documentation, is its monotonous rasterized representation of the
urban environment: it lacks a higher level of urban context, such as buildings and
street network which could bear socio-economic information. Furthermore,
BOTworld is not developed in a GIS framework, so could be difficult to be
applied in the real world case. A simulation system with a comprehensive urban
context and GIS-support, is yet to be developed.
2.3.

A short introduction to agent based modeling (ABM)

It is proper to briefly introduce the concept of ABM before we embark on the
description of our model. ABM, also know as agent based simulation (ABS), or
individual based modeling (IBM) is a bottom-up modeling approach that aims to
depict the emergent behavior [20] and interaction of complex system and process
from the disaggregate aspect. It has advantages over conventional modeling
paradigms in that it captures emergent phenomena, provides a natural description
of complex systems and also is highly flexible [21]. Owing to its appealing
modeling power and easy integration with GIS, ABM has found its broad use in
social simulation [22] and geospatial urban studies [23].
The ABM approach particular fits the objective of the present study in that it
takes into account pedestrians’ behavior such as routing and scheduling, and their
interactions with other pedestrians. In this way, frequentation of locations and
usage pattern of areas can be derived with concern of pedestrians’ thermal
comfort. The following section introduces the software framework of the
PedNaTAS system.

3.

Methodology

The general idea of PedNaTAS is to assess outdoor local meteorological
condition through individual pedestrians’ thermal sensation while they walk in the
urban environment. When a pedestrian is walking in an urban setting, her thermal
comfort condition will be calculated depending on her individual characteristics
(gender, velocity, clothing, etc.) and the environmental factors (temperature, sun
exposure, wind speed, etc.).
As a decision support system, PedNaTAS evaluates design scenarios by :
1) representing design factors by relative data; 2) simulating the scenarios through
the interface; 3) visualizing the simulation process and also the result;
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4) conducting both quantitative and qualitative analysis of the simulation result,
and 5) providing assessment of the design scenarios. The system is implemented
in Java programming language with the Repast Simphony ABM library with
extensive support of GIS and a vast set of visualization and analyzing functions.
3.1.

System framework

The PedNaTAS system consists of two main modules: a pedestrian simulation
module and a thermal comfort assessment module. Figure 1 presents the software
structure of the system.

Fig. 1. Software structure of PedNaTAS.

The pedestrian simulation module is implemented as a multi-agent simulation
system. The thermal comfort assessment module is implemented as an object of a
pedestrian, allowing each individual pedestrian’s thermal condition to be
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examined in much detail. The PedNaTAS system is implemented with support of
GIS data, including both shape file and ESRI format raster.
3.2.

Data structure

The data structure in PedNaTAS is highly structured, composing a comprehensive
representation of the urban context. Figure 2 shows an overview of the data
structure and data flow in PedNaTAS.

Fig. 2. Data structure and data flow in PedNaTAS.
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The vector dataset controls the "strategic" movement of pedestrians: generally
speaking, a pedestrian enters the model from a Gate point, is assigned an Exit
point as destination, and walks along the Street network. The raster dataset
determines pedestrians’ microscopic or "physical" movement: in practice, the
0.5m resolution Walking grid (a pixel is walkable or not) and Shading grid (a
pixel is shaded or not) control the actual displacement of pedestrians at each time
step. Raster datasets such as Radiation grid and Wind grid are used in the thermal
comfort modeling. The PedNaTAS system is also "loose-coupled" with the
SOLWEIG model [14] for calculating solar radiation based on the digital
elevation model (DEM) dataset.
3.3.

Pedestrian simulation module

The pedestrian simulation module is the most essential component of the
PedNaTAS system. It is an agent based simulation system working at three levels
to model pedestrian’s walking behaviors: social, proactive, and reactive behaviors
(from top-down). Due to the page limitation, this module is only briefly
introduced here. Interested readers are directed to [24] for detailed discussions.
The social behavior modeling takes a simple activity-based approach using the
discrete model [25] to estimate the probability of an Exit point to be selected as
destination. The proactive behavior modeling is essentially route-planning based
on origin and destination. The framework of the path-finding method is based on
the routing method of the open-source package of RepastCity [26], with dynamic
routing and congestion avoiding algorithms added by the authors. The reactive
behavior modeling deals with pedestrians’ timely displacement, how they avoid
static obstacles such as building, how they detect potential collision with other
pedestrians and avoid it, and how they occupy space on sidewalks and car traffic
roads, etc.
3.4.

Thermal comfort assessment module

As mentioned at the beginning of this section, the thermal comfort assessment
module evaluates pedestrians’ thermal sensation while they walk in the urban
environment. Pedestrians’ thermal sensation is determined by the local climatic
condition of their ambient environment, described by air temperature, solar
radiation, humidity and wind speed, and their individual characteristics such as
body weight and walking speed. This module provides both steady-state and
dynamic assessments. The steady stated assessment calculates the standard PET
index of a particular person and generates the spatial variation of PET as
reference for analysis. The dynamic assessment uses the Pierce Tow-Node Model
[27] which has been commonly adapted in thermal comfort studies to monitor the
temporal course of a pedestrian’s thermal condition, including skin temperature,
core temperature, etc. along walking. Because of the individual based approach of
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the system, detailed conditions of any pedestrian could be investigated, visualized
and analyzed. These individual thermal conditions could be linked with the global
emerging pattern of the walking activity, and provide implications for space use.

4.
4.1.

Case study
Urban environment description

A real world case study is carried out using one of the most densely built-up areas
in Hong Kong as an example.

Fig. 3. A snapshot of the PedNaTAS interface, showing the urban context of TST.
The control panel is on the left, and the graphical interface is on the right.
Buildings are represented by blue polygons; Gate points by red stars;
Exit points by light green dots; Streets by light pink lines;
Shade by dark grey polygons and Sidewalk by light grey polygons.
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The site is Tsim Sha Tsiu East (TST), which is in the east end of the Kowloon
peninsula, Hong Kong (22°15’N, 114°10’ E), and has the size of 500m by 500m.
The major public transportation connection point is the TST subway station,
together with some car parking lots. Walking is the major travel mode between
subway exits and building entrances and street ends. Figure 3 shows the interface
of the PedNaTAS system with the urban context loaded.
The connected SOLWEG model is calibrated with field measurement data to
generate radiation data as input. Also, a dataset obtained in an earlier
computational fluid dynamics (CFD) study is used as wind environment input.
Meteorological data from the Hong Kong Observatory record is also used, such as
air temperature and humidity. The meteorological condition of the modeling
period is given in Table 1.
Table 1. Summary of climatic conditions of the modeled period.

4.2.

Date

Modeling
period

9, May,
2008

14:00-15:00

T
(°C)
30

Radiation
(W/m2)
500

RH
(%)
65

Sunshine
(hour)
10.5

Steady state assessment

As introduced in Section 2.1, we first assess the steady state thermal comfort
pattern of the domain. A "standard person" is selected, which is a 1.75m, 75kg
and 40 yr old male, and his PET value is calculated at different locations in the
domain. PedNaTAS makes it quite easy and straightforward to carry on this task.
A Person agent is created with all the standard settings assigned. Then the agent is
moved to each pixel of the domain and "perceives" the local climatic condition. In
this way, a high-resolution PET distribution map (0.5m resolution) is generated.
The map is exported as an ESRI ASCII format raster file, and loaded and
visualized in the ArcGIS system as shown by Figure 4. The map shows the spatial
variation of the thermal comfort of a standard subject.
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Fig. 4. Map for the spatial distribution of PET of the modeling period
based on standard human body settings. The map is 0.5m resolution.

4.3.
4.3.1.

Dynamic assessment
Monitoring an individual pedestrian

To give an illustration of the concept of dynamic assessment, a simple scenario of
short distance walking by a standard person is simulated. Origin point, destination
point and path of the walking are shown in Figure 5. It can be seen from the
figure that variations of sunny and shading conditions can be found along the
path. The subject is initially set to have a core temperature (Tcore) of 36.8 °C, and a
skin temperature (Tskin) of 33.7°C, which is the neutral state. Detailed temporal
physiological condition variation of the subject is shown in Figure 6.
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Fig. 5. Map showing origin, destination and path of the walk.

Fig. 6. Temporal variation of a walking agent’s thermal comfort state, described
by skin temperature (Tskin) and core temperature (Tcore).
Tmrt and PET are also shown for reference.
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As shown in Figure 6, during the 120 second walking in the urban
environment, a pedestrian’s thermal stress is quite high, with Tskin increasing from
33.7°C to 34.8°C, which is still substantially lower than the steady state (Tskin-st) of
35.5°C under the current climatic condition. Under shading the pace of the
increase is relatively lower, as illustrated by the course from 40s to 80s, while
under insolation the pace is higher, as the courses from 20s to 40s, and 80s to
100s, though not very obvious. Admittedly Tskin is not quite informative for
people without domain knowledge in climatology and physiology, which is
commonly the case for planners; nevertheless, this chart depicts to some extent
the dynamic course of pedestrian’s thermal adaptation along walking.
4.3.2.

Spatial aggregation of individual pedestrian’s thermal condition

The second aspect of the dynamic assessment is to examine the global "emergent"
pattern based on a large number of agents. In this sense, a 15 minute simulation is
carried out.

Fig. 7. Map showing the emerging thermal stress pattern for 15 minute simulation.
The degree of thermal stress is described by the product of frequentation
and pedestrian skin temperature.

Approximately 10,000 agents were generated in all, with randomly distributed
personal features. As a primary investigation, Tskin is used as an indicator for
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pedestrian’s thermal stress. In practice the product of pedestrian frequentation and
Tskin is calculated. The result is interpolated to avoid "none data" cases. Figure 7
shows an illustration of the aggregated pattern.
The map could be used to identify the "hot spots": higher value indicates higher
frequentation and higher thermal stress; these areas should be of primary concern
in planning for pedestrian comfort. There are many other variables that could be
analyzed, such as exposure time, which could all be easily done with the system
framework. It is to be noted that the statistical method is not intrinsic to the
system structure, so could be easily altered based on further knowledge.

5.

Conclusion

In this paper, an integrated agent-based simulation system PedNaTAS is
presented to assess pedestrian thermal comfort from bottom-up. The present study
has both conceptual and technical significance in terms of developing a decision
support tool. Conceptually, the study identifies the need for the development of a
methodology for the integration of microclimate assessment and pedestrian
behavior modeling within a comprehensive framework. Technically, it presents
the design and prototypical implementation of such an integrated simulation
system. The system has functions of pedestrian simulation and urban climate
modeling implemented with GIS support. Through a simple proof-of-concept case
study, how the system could be used in real world context is illustrated. Future
work will be to test more design alternatives and also to compare with empirical
data to fine-tune the system.
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